Convoy Centro
Pantry Pull out
Centro is the most sophisticated
pantry pull out in the market, allowing
perfect storage in your kitchen.
Product features

- Single-tube support frame and ‘’floating’’ trays.
- Frame concealed behind the front door.
- Absolutely smooth action.
- Damped closing and opening (world first !).
- Noiseless opening and closing.
- Change tray height steplessly and easily.
- Transparent galleries.
- Full overview of everything inside.
- Available for 3 interior heights
- Available in 3 widths
- Shelves in grey/chrome or maple/chrome
-Weight capacity of 130 kg (290 lb) .
- Top shelf is installed on a fixed shelf
- Shelves come with anti-slip coating and are
CARB certified.

CENTRO: the perfect solution for your grocery
storage.
Perfect storage saves a great deal of time and
money, increases flexibility and is now easier than
ever before.
www.richelieu.com

Convoy Centro
Pantry Pull out
Technical informations

Force-synchronised
runner with cushioned
self-opening (world first)

Easiest shelf adjustment in the
market

Top runner and shelf installed on
a fixed shelf

6 way adjusment

‘’Floating’’ shelves

www.richelieu.com

Convoy Centro
Pantry Pull out
For a complete unit, order: 1 frame + 1 runner + required number
of shelves.
Code

Description

Recommended Internal height

Number of shelves
recommended

24610100

Frame Convoy Centro

1100-1200mm ( 43 3/8’’ – 47 ¼’’)

4

24670100

Frame Convoy Centro

1700 -1800mm (67’’ – 70 7/8’’)

5

24690100

Frame Convoy Centro

1900-2000mm (74 7/8’’ – 78 ¾’’)

5

24730100

Runner Convoy Centro
Shelves width

Opening W
required

2571140150

Set of 4 baskets 450mm maple/chrome

400mm (15.75’’)

412mm (16 ¼’’)

2573140150

Set of 4 baskets 500mm maple/chrome

450mm (17.72’’)

462mm (18 1/8’’)

2574140150

Set of 4 baskets 600mm maple/chrome

550mm (21.65’’)

562mm (22 1/8’’)

2571140100

Set of 4 baskets 450mm grey/chrome

400mm (15.75’’)

412mm (16 ¼’’)

2573140100

Set of 4 baskets 500mm grey chrome

450mm (17.72’’)

462mm (18 1/8’’)

2574140100

Set of 4 baskets 600mm grey/chrome

550mm (21.65’’)

562mm (22 1/8’’)

1571140100

Single shelf 450 grey/chrome

400mm (15.75’’)

412mm (16 ¼’’)

1571140150

Single shelf 450 maple/chrome

400mm (15.75’’)

412mm (16 ¼’’)

1573140100

Single shelf 500 grey/chrome

450mm (17.72’’)

462mm (18 1/8’’)

1573140150

Single shelf 500 maple/chrome

450mm (17.72’’)

462mm (18 1/8’’)

1574140100

Single shelf 600 grey/chrome

550mm (21.65’’)

562mm (22 1/8’’)

1574140100

Single shelf 600 maple/chrome

550mm (21.65’’)

562mm (22 1/8’’)

INTERNAL INSTALLATION DEPTH
REQUIRED: MIN. 500MM (19 ¾’’)

If you need more than 4 shelves: order one set of 4 + required single shelf
www.richelieu.com

